Juniors (60)
Gordon Flouton Allen Philosophy
Joseph Leonard Atkinson Evolution, Ecology & Biodiversity
Katherine Jane August Anthropology
Beneel Babaei Political Science
Mimi Gia Banh Japanese
Alyssa Marie Benjamin Biological Sciences
Benjamin Andrews Bigelow Mathematics
Derek Joseph Blahut Biological Sciences
Hannah Bloom Anthropology
Leah Catherine Boodrookas Design
Hannah Star Bright Anthropology
Lisa Marie Chaderjian History
David Daniel Chen Economics
Kara Blake Chin Design
Tucker Sutton Chopp Psychology
Yanbing Chu Economics and International Relations
Alison Ruth Curtis Sociology
Kayla Mackenzie Davidge Political Science
Terrence Kenneth Dent Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Alicia Marie Freeman Communication
Blake Anthony Friedman Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Antonia Celta Elizabeth Gordon Psychology
Sukhjit Kaur Gosal Biological Sciences
Qiran Gu Molecular & Cellular Biology
Yue Shen Gu Economics and Statistics
Kevin Thien Ha Microbiology
Brandon Victoria Hassid Exercise Biology
Eric Donald Haunschild Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Kayla Marie Hayden Psychology
Reed Cambron Heinemeyer Economics
Hayley Victoria Hill English
Brent Ryo Hisaka Exercise Biology
Stephanie Marie Hoogstad English
Laura Elizabeth Kelly Linguistics
Fadi Jiryis Khoury Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Woo Ju Kim Political Science
Timothy Ross Kontje Film Studies
Allison Kathryn Kopas Communication
Yvonne Kung Design
Stacia Paige Labounty - Psychology
Erica Lynn Li - Psychology
Lian Qing Li - Economics
Eric Christian Lovejoy - Chemistry
Sundeep Kaur Manik - English
Garrett Edward Mitchell - Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Emily Marie Nicol - English
Edgar Ochoa - Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Maria Evangeline Onorato - International Relations
Roy Wang Qu - Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
James Thomas Rizzo - Political Science
Lauren Catherine Roberts - International Relations
Sydney Lousia Salsman - Linguistics
Kristabel Sandoval - International Relations
Shreya Sharma - Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Joong Hoon Sim - Biological Sciences
Joshua Manpreet Singh - International Relations and Economics
Mitchell Patrick Snyder - English
Atrin Melissa Toussi - Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Caitlin Frances Tremblay - Comparative Literature
Hannah Lynn Wolk - Sociology-Organizational Studies

Seniors (163)
Chelsea Kirstin Acker - Psychology
Jacob James Adams - International Relations and Linguistics
Sarthak Angal - Genetics
Uma Annamalai - Political Science and Psychology
Mark James Antkowiak - Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Emily Eileen August - International Relations
Lauren Danielle Bakke - Anthropology and German
Sara Mohamed Balla - Genetics
Diana Eunice Bancu - Music
Connor James Beebout - Philosophy
Sarah Elizabeth Bietz - Art Studio and English
Alexandra Marie Blee - Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Jordan Russell Blough - English and Sociology
Nitzan Bluvstein - Psychology
Sloan Elizabeth Boettcher - Communication and Psychology
Michael Nader Boulous - Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Jessica Anne Brennan - Psychology
Belinda Marie Boustilos - Linguistics
Sunhao Cai - Computer Science
Thomas Theodore Carruthers - English
Adithi Muguru Chandrasekhar - Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Ganrea Chanthavixay - Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Anna Chen - Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Jessie Chen - Economics and Environmental Policy Analysis & Planning
Ruian Chen - Mathematics
Ryan Chun-Long Cheung - Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Michael Chiang  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Alec John Chiono  Evolution, Ecology & Biodiversity
Kyle Alexander Choi  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Megan Amanda Choi  Genetics
Colleen Chiu  Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
William Reavis Conner  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Natasha Lisbeth-Kathryn Cowan  Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Tiffany Trish Daud  Psychology
Sydney Lorraine Deanda  Psychology and Human Development
Danielle Nicole Derman  Communication
Esther Rose DiCarlo  Classical Civilization
Leah Nicole Drake  Plant Biology
Rachael Elizabeth Duke  Linguistics and Comparative Literature
Madison Irwin Dunitz  Political Science and Microbiology
Allison Elizabeth Dycaico  Biological Sciences
Rachel Madeline Elefant  Religious Studies and History
Evelyn Louise Evans  Art Studio
Andrew Keita Freiwald  International Relations and Japanese
Cristina Fries  English
Riley Galton  Genetics
Hugo Estrada Garcia  Music
Kyle Sutton Gayman  History
EinaT Gilboa  Design
Erin Nicolle Golackson  Anthropology
Harley Bishop Grandin  Exercise Biology
Katherine Michelle Green  English and Environmental Science & Management
Sayra Yaneli Gutierrez  International Relations and Communication
Valerie Vanessa Gutierrez Poquiz  Political Science
My-Linh Mylene Caroline Ha  English
Annisia Hadi  Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Michelle Margaret Halstead  French and Animal Science
Wyatt Jacobo Hanet  Genetics
Laurel Patriccia Hassebrock-Shanley  Exercise Biology
Sam Dena Hatamian  Statistics and Managerial Economics
Benjamin Nels Hiebert  Political Science and History
Tiffany Pei Ting Ho  Political Science and Economics
Jasna Hodzic  Wildlife, Fisheries & Conservation Biology
Jennifer Ashley Hofmann  Exercise Biology
Hannah Elizabeth Holland-Moritz  Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Chin Yu Hong  Applied Mathematics and Statistics
Yingwen Hsiao  Psychology and Economics
Aaron Hsu  Mathematics and Statistics
Corey Dafu Huang  Computer Science and Philosophy
Mercy Muh Tzu Huang  Psychology
Tina Huang  Cell Biology
Jennifer Nicole Jahncke  Psychology
Karem Marwan Jarada  Philosophy
Carter Lewis Johnson  Mathematical & Scientific Computation
Rayan Nadin Kaakati  Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Ryo Kasagi
Sameer Ashvin Khatri
David William Kielsmeier
John Perry Killion
Morgan Rachelle King
Zena Isabelle Kolbe-Saltzman
Thomas Charles Kurty
Ellen Nicole Labitzke
Taylor Lewis Lamoureux
Deanna Crystal Lau
Gregory John Lauro
Hyungjin Lee
Michaela Anne Lee
Eric Leung
Calvin Li
Megan Yi-Huey Ling
Elsu Lu
Yelizaveta Olexievna Luchkovska
Alice Luu
Alexandra Haley Lyon
Alvita Ma
Joseph Dominic Maginnity
Sonam Suresh Mahawar
Kevin James Malins
Erin Elizabeth Mast
Alexander Scott McFall
Paul Kyungheun Min
Cristhian Fabrizio Montenegro
Sophia Marie Muller
Bradley Sean Neutel
Kevin Ngoc Nguyen
Christopher Nino
Randi Louise Nunnns
Noelle Oguri
Eunah Oh
Gloria Pai
Jung Hyun Park
Rikhil Sangam Patel
Andrew Michael Peerman
Dolores Pena
Katelyn Michelle Peterson
James Telford Pierce
Rachael Morgan Prow
Marc Richard Radke
Griselda Ramirez
Natasha Anne Reus
Sterling Ripley-Phipps
Lucero Rodriguez
Trevor Kessler Rollins

Design
Computer Science
Spanish and Managerial Economics
International Relations
Design
French
Mathematics
English and Women's Studies
Linguistics
Linguistics
Philosophy and Linguistics
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
International Relations and Economics
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Computer Science
Linguistics and Japanese
Art Studio
Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior and Psychology
Psychology
Psychology and Managerial Economics
Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Economics and Sociology
Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Computer Science
Economics and Chemistry
Philosophy
Exercise Biology
Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Exercise Biology
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
International Relations and Economics
Art Studio
Physics and Computer Science
Film Studies and American Studies
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Economics
Economics
Psychology
Exercise Biology
Evolution, Ecology & Biodiversity
English and Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Psychology
Evolution & Ecology
Psychology
Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Molecular & Cell Biology
English
Evolution & Ecology
Danielle Nicole Rosenberg
Statistics and Managerial Economics
Luyao Ruan
Economics and Statistics
Roxanne Elizabeth Rubin
Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Katherine Makino Sawyer
Exercise Biology
Ashley Jane Schoonover
Spanish and Human Development
Manmeet Singh Sehdev
Psychology
Hannah Noel Sharafian
Dramatic Art and English
Alexandra Elane Shelley
Psychology
Xue Sheng
Pharmaceutical Chemistry
Ivan Shevchyk
Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Megan Alexandra Siefker
Anthropology
Brittany Grace Siemers
Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Harman Singh
Political Science
Maxwell Joseph Sowel
Linguistics and Philosophy
Medha Diksha Sridhar
Political Science and International Relations
Sarah Lauren Staley
Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Harrison Mitchell Stanwyck
International Relations
Julia Rae Stone
Genetics
Chun Mei Su
Psychology
Julia Miriam Sweitzer
Psychology and Human Development
Aaron Tam
Economics
Hilary Roxanne Teaford
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Sam Tehrani
Pharmaceutical Chemistry
Brandie Rainbow To
Sociology
Jaijeet Singh Toor
Exercise Biology
Jenny Lynn Wagner
Exercise Biology
Theodore Thompson Wang
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Sarah Kathryn Wannakuwatte
Communication and Sociology
Jason Eugene Wei
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Jelena Weinstein
Economics and International Relations
David George Welch, Jr.
Classical Civilization
Nicole Alisa Wells
Psychology
Mixue Xie
Chinese and Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
Chenling Xu
Genetics
Zi Wei Yao
Chemistry
Mary Dorothy Young
History
Mary Elsa Young
Psychology
Joseph Naim Zakaria
Neurobiology, Physiology & Behavior
Henry Tanyang Zhang
Biochemistry & Molecular Biology
You Zhou
Statistics and Computer Science